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The first version of AutoCAD was created by Steve Russell and published on 20 March 1983. In February 1995, it was selected as "Product of the Year" by Computerworld magazine. Version 12 was launched in
December 2007, with version 12.5 following in December 2009. Today, AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT are the industry standard for creating 2D and 3D CAD drawings for both commercial and engineering companies. In

2011, the company announced AutoCAD 2014, with version 14.5 followed in 2016, and AutoCAD 2016 in 2017. AutoCAD LT was first released in June 1995 and is used for 2D drawing creation. It is marketed as a self-
contained platform and CAD system for small businesses, schools and individual hobbyists. History AutoCAD was developed to be an interactive, graphical, computer-aided design (CAD) application. The company
launched AutoCAD, which had a business graphics and drafting market as a start-up. This was in a time when drawing programs were a standalone application, ran on a terminal, and required direct operator input.

AutoCAD introduced two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) CAD in 1982. The first AutoCAD was released on 20 March 1983, when Autodesk was called Autodesk, Inc. The first version of AutoCAD
included some pre-defined objects, but the first objects available to the user were introduced in version 1.2. The names and attributes of objects such as vertices, faces and walls were in the same locations as with the

current version of AutoCAD. The interface and user environment were also similar to the current version, and a graphics screen was part of AutoCAD's look. The application allowed for the insertion of text in the
drawing, and included some basic tools for preparing and designing a drawing. This version also came with a few pre-defined drawing templates and a program called "CADman", which was used to create a blank

drawing. The introduction of AutoCAD 1.0, however, marked a change in the way the program was developed. From this point forward, Autodesk moved away from the development of an integrated CAD environment
and towards the development of an "application platform", which would later include such programs as Inventor and Inventor Studio. The 2D and 3D capabilities introduced in AutoCAD 1.0 would later be refined and

updated in subsequent

AutoCAD

CAD software The CAD software market has been broken into three categories: AutoCAD, MicroStation, and other. AutoCAD is the leading commercial 2D CAD system, in terms of usage. In 2004, it had a market
share of approximately 67% in the United States. It was the fourth-best-selling product for the year, with a revenue of US$600 million (approximately A$800 million in 2007). In the personal/home use market, the

market share in the United States is roughly 50%, based on a 2012 survey. In 2005, AutoCAD had about 27,000,000 users. In 2007, Autodesk reported having 13,100,000 CAD users worldwide and in the U.S.,
approximately 27,000,000 users of the software. About 85% of the U.S. CAD market is using AutoCAD 2009 or higher, according to a 2009 survey. The market share of CAD software has been increasing steadily.

According to research done by D&B (formerly Dun & Bradstreet), in 2005 the share of AutoCAD, MicroStation, and other CAD software accounted for 46% of the market. In 2007, AutoCAD had a market share of
about 67%. In the U.S., AutoCAD has about 27,000,000 users. In 2007, Autodesk reported having 13,100,000 CAD users worldwide and in the U.S., approximately 27,000,000 users of the software. Applications Most

CAD software is not designed for a single application. In many cases, the functionality of the software may be tied to other applications and processes. Autodesk outlines and identifies the application for which the CAD
component has been designed as one of the four models or core platforms: Modeling and visualization: Modelling is the creation of a model or data, in the form of a graphical representation of a real-world or conceptual

object. It involves the construction of a specific kind of model called a geometric model. When viewed from a different angle, a model may be considered to be a description or representation of a real-world or
conceptual object, which may be modeled on the computer. Drafting: This is the creation of a drawing that can be used to plan or create a physical object. Routing: This is the creating of a complete or partial path through

a 2D space or through a 3D space. CAD a1d647c40b
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Q: OperationalError: (0, "RetryStatementExecution: Attempted to retry a failed Query. ") import psycopg2 conn = psycopg2.connect(database="mydatabase", user="postgres", password="somepassword",
host="localhost") cur = conn.cursor() cur.execute("SELECT version();") cur.execute("BEGIN") cur.executemany("INSERT INTO Test(a, b) VALUES (:a, :b)", {"a": "abc", "b": "2"}) cur.commit() cur.execute("SELECT
COUNT(*) FROM Test") print "The result is %s" %cur.fetchone()[0] I'm getting this error: cur.execute("SELECT version();") OperationalError: (0, "RetryStatementExecution: Attempted to retry a failed Query. ") What
is the error and how do i correct it? A: The problem is that the connection is closed before you can execute the INSERT, so you need to open the connection again. conn = psycopg2.connect(database="mydatabase",
user="postgres", password="somepassword", host="localhost") cur = conn.cursor() cur.execute("SELECT version();") cur.close() # close is a good idea cur = conn.cursor() cur.execute("BEGIN")
cur.executemany("INSERT INTO Test(a, b) VALUES (:a, :b)", {"a": "abc", "b": "2"}) cur.commit() cur.execute("SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Test") print "The result is %s" %cur.fetchone()[0] { "description": "The
portworx HA standard defines a method of redundancy and fail-over for LUNs (Logical Unit Numbers) to be exposed across different nodes, storage types, and host systems by creating a logical port in the vSphere
environment and presenting this as a LUN within the portworx HA storage pool. A specific service type is required to create a port and to provide the connection between the host and the portw

What's New in the AutoCAD?

"One of the biggest factors in reducing errors in the first place is to build your own workflow processes, rather than relying on other people to do the right things for you." — Brian Brady, CAD Manager, DraftSight
Mouse Precision options: Customize your mouse settings to your exact preferences with new Mouse Precision features that help you work more quickly and get more accurate results. More precision and fewer clicks.
Select 2, 3 or 4 clicks to advance to the next tool on the drawing view. Set the selection preview mouse sensitivity on the toolbar to 0.05. This helps you to move quickly and correctly in the drawing area. Select the
snapping-to-default grid, snap to fit, grid mode and orientation settings in the drawing preferences menu. You can also select, show, hide or alter your AutoCAD DraftSight preferences in the drawing preferences menu.
Drawing and annotations: New Type tool presets in the Drawing > Home tab: Toolbar flyout: Draw a pattern of any shape and size. A Pattern tool preset is available on the Drawing > Home tab. Draw a shape using
predefined and user-defined patterns. A number of predefined Pattern tools are available in the Drawing > Home tab. Draw your own pattern in the Design Center by selecting the Pattern tool on the Drawing tab.
Drawing panel: You can now add a label to any panel in the drawing with a floating cursor. With the new annotate panel, you can draw, delete, move, edit or switch between multiple layers of text and drawings. (video:
4:35 min.) Drawing and annotating panel enables you to create text and drawings on a new drawing panel. This makes it easy to annotate on a panel that you’re working on. Create and edit graphics. Use your favorite
designs and patterns. Create and edit EPS, AI, SVG and XPS files. Simplify and digitize, including importing vector images and text files. Save files in up to five formats. The Z-axis visual guide includes all drawing and
annotating tool commands. The Z-axis slider controls the position of the drawing area along the Z-axis. (video: 4:34 min.) You can now align drawings to any viewport
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System Requirements:

Windows® 7/8, 64-bit: Windows® 7/8, 32-bit: Additional Requirements: Mac® OS 10.7.5 or later 64-bit Intel® Core™ i3 or AMD 64-bit processor 4 GB RAM 512 MB VRAM 1 GB free hard disk space Intel® 965 or
ATI/AMD GPU 1 GB VRAM System Requirements: Intel®
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